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« Seth Price - Social Synthetic », AskHelmut.com, February 3, 2018.
https://askhelmut.com/events/2018-02-03-10-00-museum-brandhorst-seth-price-social-synthetic?utm_source=sueddeutsche&utm_

campaign=sz_munich&utm_medium=widget
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Fattori Franchini, Attilia. « Seth Price ICA / London », Flash Art 50, December 5, 2017.
https://www.flashartonline.com/2017/12/seth-price-ica-london/ 
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M. Elcott, Noam. « Picture Industry », Art Forum, VOL.56, NO.4, December 2017, pp.188-189. 
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Quack, Gregor. « Seth Price, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam », Art Forum, VOL. 56, NO. 2, October 2017, pp. 240-241
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Kalmar, Stefan. « I don’t stay in lane. Seth Price and Stefan Kalmar in conversation », Mousse, Issue 59, Summer 2017, pp.114-131
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van de Ven, Suzanne. « Seth Price, Stedelijk Museum / Amsterdam », Flash Art, no. 315, Volume 50 – 2017, 
June / July / August, 2017.
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M. Lee, Pamela. « Seth Price: Social Synthetic », Artforum, VOL.55, NO.9, May 2017, p.170.
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Diehl, Travis. «Seth Price. 356 Mission, Los Angeles», Frieze No. 179, May 2016, p.211.
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Madison, Tobias. «Hey, motherfuckers - here is your generational novel.», Texte Zur Kunst, Jargang Heft 101, 
March, 2016, pp. 155-158.
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Sabrina Tarasoff. «Seth Price’s “Wrok Fmaily Freidns”», art agenda, March 8, 2016.
http://www.art-agenda.com/reviews/seth-price%E2%80%99s-%E2%80%9Cwrok-fmaily-

freidns%E2%80%9D/

by SABRINA TARASOFF                   March 8, 2016

  
Seth Price’s “Wrok Fmaily Freidns”

356 S. MISSION RD., Los Angeles
January 30–April 3, 2016

To cut to the chase: Seth Price banks on banality. Bides his time building constructs, rather than content; 
repeating forms overblown by rhetoric. Most famously, his oft-cited essay “Dispersion” (2002) has served 
as justification for the material choices made in his career, quoting—nay, preaching—redistribution of 
existing materials as alternative currency to the creation of new form as dictated by the demands of the art 
market. But, like items made of reclaimed wood at Crate & Barrel, so altruistic and self-aware in offering 
a way out from buying into all that “new” stuff being made, so too is Price’s art part careful marketing. 
What’s for sale seems to be the illusion of escape, or capitalism re-branded and snazzily packaged as 
an “alternate economy”—books readily available to download online, paintings pushing 200k. Quid 
pro quo. But in the context of post-1990s New York, as long as you’re self-aware and inclined to irony, 
double standards seem to be okay: after all, participation with the market is measured only in terms of 
how self-conscious of it you are, or how eloquently you can copywrite that relationship.

Eloquence, at that, can assume many guises and at Los Angeles’s 356 S. Mission Rd. it appears as 
Price’s latest exhibition, “Wrok Fmaily Freidns.” Evoking words of wisdom from “Dispersion”—“You 
know what cool? Throw in some misspellings”(1)—the titular typos forebode the articulation of the 
installation, as it slurs through sex, skin disease, collectors, and copyrighted material in a labyrinthine 
construction site, erected interim for (or as) Price’s provisions. Together, the works read like run-on 
sentences that seem unrelated but appropriate as a stream of thought, functioning as “spatial metaphors,” 
as David Joselit described Price’s work,(2) for the blurry effect of viewing images or accumulating 
endless columns of information online. Pragmatically, the materials all nod to modern ruins—the hoards 
of stuff that lie at the foot of upcoming skyscrapers, or the stockpiled junk that made Rem Koolhaas’s 
career in writing(3)—yet do so by taking the flatness of the digital as a starting point, and filling it out to 
the desired volume. Ideas amass, like rapidly typed messages, total delirium.

Entering, the viewer is guided by provisional paravents of orange plastic fencing, carrying everything 
from prints of tessellated logos and vector images (for example: Spill Test or Logo Test Scrap, both 
2015), found panels inscribed with spaceless sentences (I.D. Construction Barrier, 2016), to prints of 
pencils emptied at one end to reveal alluring orifices (Strip Test A and Strip Test B, both 2015). In these, 
Price disarms by overstimulation, lightheartedly coaxing viewers to draw a blank (pun intended) amid 
his calculated chaos. Elsewhere, sterile-looking PVC pipes printed with hermaphroditic blobs, Waste 
Pipes (2016), help the mind procrastinate on odd detail, while intermittently installed iPads link to a 
digital catalogue of collector profiles for anyone to peruse—including personal information about their 
homes, or “geo-data” as it has been dubbed. Everything is up for grabs. Not only does Price appropriate 
the ambulatory infrastructure of online communications as a sculptural model, but in doing so, replicates 
its false democratic promises: the accumulation of sheer content standing in for determinate action, 
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thus reinforcing not the ideology of re-distribution, but the power inherent to the network as a capital 
system itself. Significantly, Price seems completely aware of this complicity, making his experiments 
into communicative capitalism-cum-contemporary art conceptually viable by maintaining his authority 
over choices made. It’s impossible, in other words, to critique someone who is not only completely 
aware of their critical shortcomings, but further includes those ideas in their practice—as appropriation, 
as mimicry, or whatever you want to call it. Price’s work is a product of its own critique, a response to 
the act of contribution in the market itself, which by all intents and purposes is actually kind of (evil) 
genius, albeit annoyingly so. Yet still, the inevitable question is: where is the line between co-opting 
the productive methodologies of capital as a means to negate them, and making yourself conveniently 
available for exploitation by those same systems?

Price’s latest exhibition provokes a stab at an answer. Considering the asking price for the works, still 
mid-level in today’s market for whatever it’s worth, he has cashed in on content-based critique that 
arguably only caters to the systems of power it claims to position itself against. The work is legitimized 
by the audience’s attunement to assertions made by the artist—through subsidiary essays, interview, 
press, or last year’s Nicolas Tremblay-“curated” ads for luxury menswear designer Brioni, in which Price 
appears as a model—which are then uncritically correlated to the objects on display. Price’s ideologies, 
perhaps in failing to respond to the gradual onslaught of art super-stardom, seem to collapse under their 
own weight, leaving the work itself as little more than another empty embodiment of abstraction and 
value amassed. And reification, Bruce Hainley reminds in an essay entitled “Justin Bieber Losing His 
Swag,” “isn’t critique, but you know, whatevs.”(4) Perhaps Seth Price, Brioni suit and all, is also losing 
swag.

(1) Seth Price, Wrok Fmaily Freidns [exh. cat.] (Los Angeles: Ooga Booga, 2016), 3.
(2) David Joselit, “What To Do With Pictures?,” October no. 138 (Fall 2011): 84.
(3) See Rem Koolhaas’s Delirious New York (1978), also about illusionism and urban landscapes.
(4) Bruce Hainley, “Justin Bieber Losing His Swag,” Spike no. 41 (Fall 2014), http://www.
spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/justin-bieber-losing-his-swag.

Sabrina Tarasoff is a curator and writer based in between Paris and Los Angeles.
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View of Seth Price, “Wrok Fmaily Freidns,” 365 S. Mission 
Rd., Los Angeles, 2016. All images courtesy of 365 S. Mission 
Rd., Los Angeles, and Petzel Gallery, New York. All photos by 

Brica Wilcox.
   

Seth Price, Spill Test, 2015. Screen printing, acrylic paint, and 
pigmented acrylic polymer on wood, 40 x 26 x 1 inches.
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View of Seth Price, “Wrok Fmaily Freidns,” 365 S. Mission Rd., 
Los Angeles, 2016.

Seth Price, Print Waste, 2016. Printed vinyl wrapped around 
print-waste from commercial imaging facility, wooden pallet, 

and cinch straps, 53 x 116 x 15 inches.



Seth Price, Print Waste (detail), 2016. Printed vinyl wrapped 
around print-waste from commercial imaging facility, wooden 

pallet, and cinch straps, 53 x 116 x 15 inches.

 Seth Price, Danny, 2015. Dye-sublimation print on synthetic 
fabric, aluminium, LED matrix, 58 x 233 x 4 inches.
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Seth Price, Waste Pipes, 2016. Printed vinyl on PVC waste 
pipes, foam blocks, cinch strap, metal stand, 82 x 83 x 57 

inches.

View of Seth Price, “Wrok Fmaily Freidns,” 365 S. Mission 
Rd., Los Angeles, 2016.
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Seth Price. « Lecture on the extra part», Texte Zur Kunst, n° 25, vol. 99, September, 2015, pp. 132-140.
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 « 20 artists who make New York », Elephant, Spring, 2015, N°22, pp. 139,139 & 149.
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Mara Hoberman. «Seth Price. Galerie Chantal Crousel», Artforum, Vol.53, n°5, January 2015, p. 225.
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Oliver Basciano. «Fuck Seth Price», Art Review, n° 7, vol. 67, October, 2015, pp. 150-151.
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Oliver Basciano. «Fuck Seth Price», Art Review, n° 7, vol. 67, October, 2015, pp. 150-151.
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Russeth, Andrew. “In a New Book With an Unprintable Title, Seth Price Considers the Art World, 
Aesthetics, Murder”, Art News, July 16, 2015.

http://www.artnews.com/2015/07/16/seth-prices-new-book-with-an-unprintable-title-considers-
the-art-world-aesthetics-murder/

In a New Book With an Unprintable Title, 
Seth Price Considers the Art World, 

Aesthetics, Murder
By Andrew Russeth 

Posted 07/16/15 9:19 am

This week New Yorker critic Peter Schjeldahl offered some 
pretty sensible advice to all those who are maddened by the 
obscene action in today’s high-flying art market: chill out. 
“Sensing that people will one day look back on this era as a 
freakish episode in cultural history, why not get a head start 
on viewing it that way?” he wrote. “Detach and marvel.” Hear, 
hear! That’s not to say it’s always an easy business, but I’m 
working on it.

Having said that, let me address, for a moment, the brave and 
sober art historians of the future who will take up the challenge 
of understanding this freakish moment: ladies and gentlemen, 
pick up the crisply written book that artist Seth Price just 
released on Leopard Press, Fuck Seth Price. It presents the 
contemporary art world in all of its manic, horrible glory: its 
commercial market flooded with money, its inhabitants buffeted 
by existential doubts, its artists under siege by the digital.

The book concerns an unnamed male artist who, Price writes 
on the first page, one day “found himself carrying out strange 
and horrible acts: murder and abduction, most disturbingly, but 
also other furtive activities that he couldn’t quite make sense 
of.” By this point, we’re told, the artist had pretty much stopped 
making art, having minted a tidy fortune by making abstract paintings that he carefully calibrated to appeal 
to collectors. (Sound familiar?) And so begins a little flashback.

One day in the early 2000s, the artist was sitting in one of those then-new high-end restaurants which 
specializes in elevating a previously cheap, retrograde cuisine (red-sauce Italian-American, in this case) 
into a pricy, hip one. (New Yorkers can picture any branch of the Carbone empire.) He “found himself 
wondering whether abstract painting wasn’t due for a spaghetti-and-meatballs recuperation,” Prince writes. 
His thinking continues rapidly:



    Someone, he realized, needed to come along and devise a painterly abstraction that embodied cultural 
sophistication and ‘nowness.’ It had to look classically tasteful and refer to well-known historical byways, 
but it also had to be undergirded by utter contemporaneity, either of sensibility or of production method.

The artist brainstorms a few possibilities and then combines them in a materials list which handily brings 
to mind dozens of artists today (including Price himself): “Foxconn worker’s accidental Coke spills on 
Nigerian mud cloth, scanned and randomly manipulated in Photoshop, printed on Belgian linen stretched 
over a vacuum–formed frame.”

Price coins the term “post-problem art” to define the style of abstract painting which has come to the fore 
in recent years, a period when paintings have sold like hotcakes and “everyone was in agreement that the 
market was the only indicator that mattered now.” That, of course, is hyperbole, but only slightly, since a 
whole ecosystem now exists that is made of collectors who vociferously acquire and trade works by young 
artists who have almost no critical or curatorial track record. Price sums up the prevailing mood with brutal 
precision:

    It was no longer necessary to deem a piece interesting, provocative, weird, or complex, and it was almost 
incomprehensible to hate something because you liked it, or like it because it unsettled you, or any of the 
other ambivalent and twisted ways that people wrestled with the intersection of feelings and aesthetics. 
You almost didn’t need words anymore: it was enough to say, ‘That painting is awesome,’ just as you’d say, 
‘This spaghetti is awesome.’

We have all heard that language before—maybe even coming out of our own months.

The painter admits that his engineered style is cynical, but then makes a nice leap: that the work is actually 
about cynicism, that it’s about the process of selling out and the vagaries of taste. “What if you believed 
in not believing?” he muses. “Executives or world leaders entertaining this question would rightly be 
classified as sociopaths, but in the world of art these questions were okay.”

Naturally, as the highs of his new career achievements fade, this leads him to some self-questioning. “Am 
I supposed to just be a part of this system that generates taste and money, and go on making things until I 
die?” he wonders. That pervasive dread, I think, explains the fascination in recent years with artists who 
in various ways have opted to drop out of the art game, like Lee Lozano, Cady Noland, and Charlotte 
Posenenske. (“It is difficult for me to come to terms with the fact that art can contribute nothing to solving 
urgent social problems,” Posenenske declared.)

Not many do actually drop out, but Price’s artist does, and though it’s never quite clear what he’s up to, he 
seems to spend his time writing and performing various macabre activities which he is largely unable to 
control and of which we only ever catch slight glimpses. All the while, his thoughts continue, ingeniously 
touching on all sorts of present-day issues, both savory and not.

The artist reasons that since painting is confined by its strict limits (a thing hung on the wall) and tied closely 
to fashion, the future omust belong to sculpture, which is open to changes, evolving with technology. And, 
yes, bigger is better. “When devising publicly significant artwork, a good rule of thumb was to aspire to 
the condition of a handgun: simple, familiar, and loaded,” Price writes, noting that Serra and Koons seem 
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to get this—Serra, especially, who has pushed his work into the realm of architecture.

As Price asks, with a heap of rye wit: “[W]hy were we building bigger and better exhibition halls if not 
to showcase the limits of human potential, dispatches from the zone where unbounded and well-funded 
creativity met hitherto unknown capacities for technological ingenuity?” So crank it up!

Incidentally, that question echoes very closely something that the artist Robert Irwin said to me a few years 
ago, albeit a great deal more skeptically: “We’re building these cathedrals to art today, really almost to 
the level of absurdity, so you ask yourself, what does it contribute?” He answered with his characteristic 
optimism: “I’m of the opinion that we are constantly discovering the world and that the point of art is that 
act.” I suspect we would all happily cosign that statement.

On a day to day basis, though, the book suggests that the job of being an artist, for many leading figures 
today, consists in large part in managing a business, negotiating control with outside interests (there’s a 
nice exegesis on the parallels between Koons and Kanye), flying to the openings of oligarchs’ private 
museums, feeling guilty about the decadence, and deciding when to compromise. Price at one point writes 
of his artist: “He asked himself whether there was really anything wrong with getting into bed with power 
and wealth if that was what it took to make great art.”

That feels like an increasingly pressing question, and one that some artists, like Koons, Kapoor, and Serra, 
seem to have answered quite definitively for themselves. But Price also offers other questions, and they 
linger. What effect is the rise of digital technologies having on art, our sensibilities, and even our way of 
thinking? What exactly does great art entail? And, if and when it appears today, can we can even recognize 
it? Price: “At its best, art was a faith without religions, a gnosis without spirituality, a system without need 
of names.” So what is that we are actually believing in?

Copyright 2016, ARTnews Ltd, 40 W 25th Street, 6th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10010. All rights reserved.
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Excerpt from Synthetic Piracy 

 Seth Price

It was easy to locate the moment of inspiration that had rejuvenated his painting career, 
making him rich but ultimately leading him to reject contemporary art. One day in the 
early 2000s, he’d been sitting in a new Italian restaurant, considering his supper. For 
decades now, he remarked to himself as he regarded a bowl of grated pecorino, Americans 
had possessed a sure idea of what Italian food was: what it tasted like, what it looked like, 
what it meant. For his parents’ generation, and even within his own childhood, Italian food 
meant Italian-American food, an immigrant form, once alien but now ubiquitous in the 
kitchens of the majority of the populace, a way of putting dinner on the table, hardly a cui-
sine. Then the 80s happened, and everyone discovered real Italian food, food from Italy, 
and defiantly not Italian-American food, which consequently entered a kind of limbo. 
Spaghetti and meatballs: yes, everyone still liked it and cooked it, it still had its place, but 
that place was not a trendy restaurant.

Recently, however, which is to say in the early 2000s, shortly before he’d had his reve-
lation, some notable chef had realized that spaghetti and meatballs was what people had 
wanted all along, and why shouldn’t they have it? This chef understood that you could 
give diners what they wanted without abandoning culinary invention and the associated 
high prices. What you did was trundle out lowbrow recipes and thematize them, bur-
nishing them for a new audience too young to remember why they’d been discarded in 
the first place. To use a mid-90s term, the old recipes were upcycled. Originally this had 
implied the redemption of waste material through canny adaptation, and was widely 
associated with environmentalism and Third World do-gooderism; no one had previously 
thought to apply the notion to the world of conceptual foodservice.
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It was a runaway success. Customers were excited and relieved to plunge into the fris-
son of the old/new, and restaurants all over the city, and then internationally, adopted 
the formula. Soon came high-end tweakings of meatloaf, mac & cheese, donuts, PB&J 
sandwiches, chicken wings, and even Twinkies: all cherished comfort foods that no one 
had previously thought to rework as pricey lifestyle fare. It must have been the times, he 
mused, because something similar had also happened in the movie industry, which ove-
rwhelmingly pursued remakes of best-forgotten films, the crappier the better. We live in 
an era of expensive fetish food, he thought, but it’s also an era in which poor, uneducated 
parents name their babies “DeJohn” because it sounds pungent yet sophisticated, unaware 
that these associations originated in a series of 80s television commercials for a style of 
mustard. But all this stuff—high and low, classic and contemporary, good and bad—was 
muddled and slippery, and everyone was equally clueless. When Grey Poupon actually 
rolled out a line called “DeJawn’s” no one wanted it, not because it was marketed as “Da 
Street Mustard,” but because it was widely considered “too 80s.”

As he sat there devouring his bucatini con le polpette, he somehow made an associative 
leap and found himself wondering if abstract painting wasn’t due for a spaghetti-and-meat-
balls recuperation. After all, it had enjoyed a history similar to that of Italian-American 
cuisine. Both had appeared early in the twentieth century and were widely received with 
suspicion and derision (all that garlic!); both enjoyed a mid-century, early-adopter hipster 
appeal that inevitably subsided, though not before preparing the ground for a broader mass 
appeal, which precipitated a fall from grace in the perception of elites, who came to see 
these phenomena as boring and outmoded. Artists continued to make abstract painting in 
large numbers, more than ever before, but, as with cooks of spaghetti and meatballs, they 
were amateur or otherwise removed from the real conversation, not cutting-edge profes-
sionals in sophisticated contexts.

Someone, he realized, needed to come along and devise a painterly abstraction that embo-
died cultural sophistication and “nowness.” It had to look classically tasteful, and refer to 
well-known historical byways, but it also had to be undergirded by utter contemporaneity, 
either of sensibility or production method. Upcycling was evolving as an idea, and was 
perhaps itself being upcycled: in the 90s it had promised to help the developing world 
redeem its waste; in the early 2000s it grew to encompass the food consumption of a smal-
ler set of first worlders with extra time and money, and now it would take on an even more 
rarified realm of cultural production available to only the wealthy few: fine art. But he 
knew this was the way of all culture, all trends: a continuous flow from top to bottom and 
back again, as in a trick fountain.

He went directly home after dinner and drew up a list of working methods and materials, 
which he would dutifully follow in the months to come. His new painting would be abs-
tract, he decided, because there was a broader audience for that since it matched all décors 
and lacked uncomfortable associations with real people, events, and political situations. 
Abstraction in and of itself was uninteresting, of course; the all-important twist here, the 
redeeming feature, would be the way in which this work was generated, which would ex-
pand in importance, endowing the abstraction with meaning. Here there was quite a bit of 
latitude. Most obviously the painting could be computer-generated, i.e. it might consist of 
Photoshop manipulations printed out on Belgian linen. It might also be based on chance,
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which obliterated traditional notions of composition and looked kind of punk: accidental 
stains on canvas, for example; maybe the oil-pan drippings of a FoxConn machine as it 
produced iPhones. But then he wondered, did machines drip anymore? Did anything run 
on oil? Wasn’t everything becoming electric? Maybe this avenue was far-fetched. Perhaps 
the work might play with the medium’s material conventions: a “painting” that was in 
fact composed of vacuum-formed polystyrene: stretcher bars, canvas, markings, and all. 
Perhaps it would be apparently abstract but actually full of charged referents that became 
clear only when you inspected the list of materials, i.e. “Coca-Cola spills on Nigerian mud 
cloth.” Or you could hit all four possibilities at once: “FoxConn worker’s accidental Coke 
spills on Nigerian mud cloth, scanned and randomly manipulated in Photoshop, printed on 
Belgian linen stretched over a vacuum-formed frame.”

In truth, the production method hardly mattered, because whichever he chose, the results 
would look more or less the same: tepid compositions, hesitant and minimal in appea-
rance, kind of pretty and kind of whatever, loaded with back story. The main thing to 
remember, both in executing this work and appreciating it on the wall, was to be knowing, 
just like the chefs who composed fancy renditions of red-sauce dishes, and the diners who 
paid top dollar, and the critics who wrote breezy acknowledgments.

The problem this solved was the persistent issue of taste in painting. In no arena of art-
making did taste intrude so assertively and persistently as it did within the practice of 
painting. Unlike with installation art or conceptual art, where it was difficult to discern 
or comfortably judge the merits of a work without anxiety, with painting the problem of 
taste was always right on the surface, in the frame, so to speak. It was okay to point at a 
painting and assert “that’s good” or “that’s bad” without feeling like a complete idiot. You 
couldn’t pull that off as easily when faced with a scrappy installation or a conceptual work 
composed of puns and feints. The problem was, while these artworks got to hover in the 
grace of doubt and inscrutability, there were far too many observers who were absolutely 
certain about their judgments as to what constituted good and bad painting, and the history 
of painting was therefore racked by cyclical surges of interest one way or another, now 
veering toward “bad” painting that indulged in tastelessness by way of excess, vulgarity, 
or prurience, now tacking back toward a more graphic, minimal style. Because fashions 
changed rapidly, a single painting might in twenty years traverse the spectrum of per-
ceived value and then whip back again, and this variability made everyone nervous.

This new style he’d hit on, however, managed to finesse the taste problem by recourse to 
the old philosophical trick of playing being against seeming. In preparing the work, any 
number of methods or styles would do, so long as the result was “cool,” insuring that the 
painting would seem classic and minimal, while emanating a vague awareness of rich his-
torical struggle. To an observer it would seem tasteful, but in its apparent lack of concern 
for traditional skill or labor, its arguably cynical irreverence towards sincerity or depth, its 
dismissal of history, and its punk attitude, it would be tasteless.

Or perhaps it was the other way around? One couldn’t really say, or rather one could, but 
only with a nagging feeling of insecurity. This instability was catnip to critics and journa-
lists, and they wrote a lot about this new painting, bickering and bemoaning and celebra-
ting. Collectors were thankful for those gusts of language in their as they blew through
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the auctions. Young artists and students were relieved to get back to doing what they’d 
secretly wanted to do all along, albeit under the powerful sign of a new contemporaneity. 
In short, the entire art system latched on to this revived style, much as restaurant-goers had 
fallen for the re-enchantment of chicken wings.

You could call it Post-Problem Art. It bore a clear if unacknowledged debt to the wonder-
ful ad slogans of the period, like Staples’ “That Was Easy,” or Amazon’s “… And You’re 
Done.” Done! An amazing word. Go ahead, have done with all the anguished historical 
debates over meaning and criticality and politics and taste. In a way, this development 
recapitulated some of Francis Fukayama’s arguments in The End of History, which sug-
gested that the postwar phenomenon of Western liberal democracy and the capitalist 
market system had established a kind of plateau, from which one could survey the bloody 
slopes below. It certainly was true that the system Fukayama described was responsible 
for the floods of cash that coursed through the art system in the first fifteen years of the 
twenty-first century, a surge that raised all boats high above the oceanic currents of issues. 
For better or for worse, everyone was in agreement that the market was the only indicator 
that mattered now. This climate, in which artworks would certainly sell, and the fact of 
selling was sufficient verification of their quality, made it officially okay simply to “like” 
a painting. It was no longer necessary to deem a piece interesting, provocative, weird, 
or complex, and it was almost incomprehensible to hate something because you liked 
it, or like it because it unsettled you, and all the other ambivalent and twisted ways that 
people wrestled with the intersection of feelings and aesthetics. You almost didn’t need 
words any more: it was enough to say “That painting is cool,” just as you’d say “This 
spaghetti is awesome.” This was a radical development, forgoing any more complicated 
relationship with art; it was a tremendous ironing-out process. Before you knew it, you’d 
spy a Malevich and declare, “That guy’s a total badass!” Or was it Marinetti who was the 
badass? On the other hand, wasn’t the goal of art not to sharpen your critical knives but to 
be a fan, to unquestioningly follow your unplumbed desires and inclinations, even if they 
tended toward things that weren’t unambiguously cool or fun, and in this process begin to 
untangle yourself, to learn from your relationship with art all about experience and history 
and emotion?

He later realized, once he was showing his new paintings and making good money off 
them, the genius was that a digitally generated abstract painting was not only leveling in 
terms of aesthetic taste, but also managed to be both abstract and representational, thus 
neatly resolving another longstanding problem. The painting was evidently abstract, since 
it didn’t portray anything but an arrangement of computery markings, but at the same time 
it could be seen as representational: it represented only itself; it represented the digital pro-
cess of abstraction. This was a direct, materialist portrayal of our historical moment, when 
the alien productions of computers and their apparent meaninglessness threatened to rede-
fine all traditional human values, including expression itself. If you said these paintings 
were merely abstract, weren’t you by extension implying something similar about every 
other item or lifestyle concocted by digital means? By playing with these questions, his 
paintings were capable of reconciling two opposed art-historical alternatives and synthesi-
zing them into some weird, new, Janus-faced form that was capable of looking backward 
and forward.
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These new artworks aroused accusations of cynicism, and he admitted that he was inviting 
that conversation. But what was cynicism? He defined cynicism as proceeding in a way 
that you knew to be harmful or morally bankrupt, for reasons of greed or cowardice. This 
definition handily described the activity of most politicians, bureaucrats, and CEOs. The 
question was, what if you found such compromised behavior complex and compelling? 
What if you believed that exploring the world of perceived or actual cynicism was a 
powerful way to understand our contemporary moment? What if you believed in not belie-
ving? Executives or world leaders entertaining this question would rightly be classified 
as sociopaths, but in the world of art these questions were okay, because suffering wasn’t 
directly involved and any apparent cynicism was likely to be banal and venal, i.e. cashing 
in by provoking your audience with facile or puerile gestures. He didn’t feel that his work 
belonged in this category. If his paintings were provocative, it was because they drew out 
acute and omnipresent cultural toxins: anxieties about cynicism and selling out, feelings 
that had everything to do with how fucked-up it was to live under neoliberal free-market 
capitalism. He found this exhilarating; he believed in it. And this tangle of contradic-
tions was the greatest thing about art: it always meant the opposite of what you thought it 
meant, or wanted it to mean. Abstract versus representational; old versus new; pure versus 
corrupt; tasteful versus tasteless: all artistic values and categories were inherently unstable, 
and might suddenly swap places.

Recalling his breakthrough into digital painting a decade earlier, he suspected that the 
moment he’d grasped the fact that digital painting’s genius was to reconcile all opposites 
was the start of his disenchantment with painting, and with “the digital” more generally, 
which was a condition predicated on reconciliation, leveling, and synthesis. Representatio-
nal painting was just as banal and outmoded as its old foe abstraction, so why was it inte-
resting to gesture at both of them at once? Who gave a shit? From the point of view of the 
painting-machine he’d set in motion, all these oppositions of taste and style were merely 
marketing factors to be coopted, the way Whole Foods might absorb a pair of rival local 
grocers, only to preserve them as themed deli-counters so as to snare all the old clientele. 
Either/or was irrelevant, save as a gimmick to capture market share. It was a deep irony 
that the mechanisms of digital culture were built on a binary fundament even as it sought 
to eradicate all opposition, contradiction, and friction on an ontological level, steadily 
reducing human variety to a kind of affirmative mush.

It was not a coincidence that his disenchantment with visual art occurred right around 
the time when making simplistic, often digitally formulated abstract paintings became 
suddenly passé, as was discussing them, critiquing them, even satirizing them. These 
paintings amounted to societal self-portraiture, and an age grows tired of its own face. 
Casting about for something to do, he found himself newly interested in writing, which, 
in comparison to art, offered delightfully fresh challenges. He recognized the peculiarity 
of this step: advanced painting since the Impressionists had jettisoned the aim of recrea-
ting a recognizable, narrativized human world and had plunged into abstraction, whereas 
writing had always remained in thrall to narrative and human psychology. Yes, there had 
been a Modernist rupture in literature, and the achievements of Woolf, Joyce, and Beckett 
had been followed by generations of worthies, but the majority of serious literary fiction, 
and all mass product, went right on pursuing the realistic concerns of “adult literature,” in 
distinction to the serious art world, where there was really no going back to representatio-
nal realism.
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As MoMA’s founding doctrine put it: “Modernism is the art that is essentially abstract.” The 
field of contemporary art was activated by cataclysm and relentless progress, while contem-
porary literature remained relatively staid. This was because it was a mass form, he reasoned: 
who follows contemporary painting? The few. Who reads contemporary books? Everyone.

At this moment, however, he believed writing culture to be undergoing a tectonic shift and 
finally detaching itself from traditional narrative. No doubt this development was late in 
coming, trailing by a century visual art’s own decisive mutations, but then again, for all that 
radical change, where was art now? Wallowing in hush money, patting itself on the back for 
having finally solved the evolutionary problem of how to be simultaneously good and bad, 
abstract and representational, popular and cutting edge, with the result that nothing was at 
stake but auction prices. Even much of the politically engaged work that positioned itself in 
opposition to “market art” was obsessed with finance, aiming its critical guns at Bitcoin, bank 
logos, credit-default swaps, and the mythical one percent. Ultimately, this neurotic relation-
ship to the market was an impoverishment.

Writing, on the other hand, which had little connection to money and power, was only 
broadening its already considerable mass appeal, thanks to the proliferation of texting, twee-
ting, blogging, and so on, even as those same forces were emancipating writing from its 
longstanding narrative conventions. In fact, it was less apposite to say “Who reads? Eve-
ryone” than “Who writes? Everyone.” Maybe this explained why writing was becoming at 
the same time more popular and more abstract. In short, writing was becoming just plain 
weirder.

In this situation, and in distinction to the problems of visual art, everything was at stake: “the 
novel” of course, but also “the field of literature,” “the book business,” “the future of the 
word,” and communication itself. And no one knew what it meant. You could feel the charge 
of that anxious energy, a thrumming motor coursing through recent novels and columns and 
articles and blog posts. He imagined it to be a historical echo of the introduction of film, with 
all of that medium’s looming ramifications for the image, and how odd that this contemporary 
upset concerned words!

He himself was not a writer, by any stretch. He’d tried it years ago, had even enjoyed suc-
cess with some oddball critical essays that circulated in art-world contexts, but ultimately 
he’d dropped it. The problem with the art world was that you were expected to write uneven, 
eccentric, unresolved texts, it was like being a grad student in an “Experimental Writing” 
workshop. While many in the art world were wonderfully omnivorous, broad-minded rea-
ders, few were any good at writing, including most of the critics and curators, so it was easy 
to stand out.
Most people didn’t even bother with critiques of art-world writing, and for good reason: if 
people criticized you for being lazy or obscurantist, you could assert that you were being “ar-
tistic,” that what you’d intended was less lucid rhetoric, more Delphic poesy. Writing these 
texts was like making films where everything was “a dream sequence,” and therefore immune 
to charges of illogic and sloppiness. At the same time, of course, nothing was at stake. 

Excerpt from Seth Price’s forthcoming book Synthetic Piracy, 2014.
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What to Do with Pictures

DAVID JOSELIT

OCTOBER 138, Fall 2011, pp. 81–94. © 2011 October Magazine, Ltd. and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In 1967–68 Richard Serra prepared a famous list of verbs.2 This com-
pendium of actions—“to roll, to create, to fold, to store, to bend, to shorten, to
twist, to dapple, to crumple, to shave,” and so on and so on—implies matter as its
proper “direct object.” You can roll, fold, store, bend, shorten, twist, dapple, and
shave lead, for instance, or crumple paper.3 This litany of verbs also includes two
sustained “lapses” into nouns, including many gerunds (whose grammatical func-
tion is to transform verbs into nouns): “of tension, of gravity, of entropy, of nature,
of grouping, of layering, of felting . . . ” If the infinitive verb marks a time outside
of action (“to rotate” suggests a possibility that need not be acted upon), Serra’s
nouns imply the dilated moment of an unfolding event—to be “of tension,” for
instance, means that force is being or has been applied. Indeed, Serra’s early
sculptures might be defined as matter marked by the exercise of force.4

Serra’s verb list furnishes a terse blueprint for post-Minimalist sculpture. But
it also implies a general theory of transitive art—of art produced through the
exertion of force on something, or someone. Since what counts in transitive pro-
cedures is not the nature of the material acted upon (such as lead or rubber) but
the generation of form through action, Serra’s list can easily be repurposed

1. Andrew Ross Sorkin and Steve Lohr, “Microsoft to Buy Skype for $8.5 Billion,” New York Times
(May 10, 2011).
2. The list was only published in 1972. See Richard Serra, “Verb List, 1967 –68,” in Richard Serra,
Writings/Interviews (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), pp. 3–4.
3. On the other hand, “to create” seems an exceptionally general action smuggled into this list of
specific operations: like the last verb in Serra’s long list—“to continue”—it is a meta-procedure.
4. Serra is by no means the first artist to propose a transitive model of art wherein force generates
form. A modern genealogy for such practices could easily be established that would span the manipu-
lation of readymades (where perhaps “inscription” takes the place of “force”) to Jasper Johns, whose
paintings index the residue of actions taken upon or “in” them, to the various practices of the late
1950s and ’60s in which scoring movements or actions was fundamental, including Happenings and
Fluxus. The particular virtue of Serra’s list is how clearly, directly, and uncompromisingly it asserts a
“transitive” position.

“It’s an amazing customer imprint,” Mr. Ballmer
said. “And Skype is a verb, as they say.”1
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through a simple change of “direct objects.” Relational Aesthetics, for instance,
might be said to consist of learning how “to scatter, to arrange, to repair, to dis-
card, to pair, to distribute, to surfeit” groups of people. Or, as I will argue below,
the verbs “to enclose, to surround, to encircle, to hide, to cover, to wrap, to dig, to
tie, to bind, to weave, to join, to match, to laminate, to bond, to hinge, to mark, to
expand” may be applied to the behavior of pictures within digital economies.
Such substitutions mark a shift from the manipulation of material (paint, wood,
lead, paper, chalk, video, etc.) to the management (or mismanagement) of popu-
lations of persons and/or pictures. Under such conditions, “formatting”—the
capacity to configure data in multiple possible ways—is a more useful term than
“medium,” which, all heroic efforts to the contrary, can seldom shed its intimate
connection to matter (paint, wood, lead, paper, chalk, video, etc.).

Formatting is as much a political as an aesthetic procedure because the same
image may easily be adduced as “evidence” in support of various and even contra-
dictory propositions—determining a format thus introduces an ethical choice
about how to produce intelligible information from raw data.5 In digital
economies, value accrues not solely from production—the invention of content—
but from the extraction of meaningful patterns from profusions of existing
content. As the term “data mining” suggests, raw data is now regarded as a “nat-
ural,” or at least a naturalized, resource to be mined, like coal or diamonds. But
unlike coal and diamonds, with their differing degrees of scarcity, data exists in
unwieldy and ever-increasing quantities—it is harvested with every credit-card
transaction, click of a cursor, and phone call we make. This reservoir of tiny,
inconsequential facts, which is sublime in its ungraspable enormity, is meaningless
in its disorganized state. Since such data is both superabundant and ostensibly
trivial, what gives it value are the kinds of formats it can assume, which may be as
wide-ranging as marketing profiles and intelligence on terrorism. Such a shift
from producing to formatting content leads to what I call the “epistemology of
search,” where knowledge is produced by discovering and/or constructing mean-
ingful patterns—formats—from vast reserves of raw data, through, for instance,
the algorithms of search engines like Google or Yahoo. Under these conditions,
any quantum of data might lend itself to several, possibly contradictory, formats.

The artist Seth Price has implicitly articulated—though never, like Serra,
explicitly published—his own “list” of transitive actions appropriate to the epis-
temology of search. I will focus on three of Price’s “routines”—or procedures of
formatting—each of which lends itself to subdivision: “to disperse,” “to profile,”
and “of effects.” Together, they sketch an answer to the question: what to do
with pictures?

5. For me, one of the most powerful examples of the consequences of data formatting is Colin
Powell’s presentation of supposed evidence of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq to the U.N. in 2003.
The question of evidence and documentary truth-value has been a major one in recent art practices.
For an important account of this, see Carrie Lambert-Beatty, “Make-Believe: Parafict ion and
Plausibility,” October 129 (Summer 2009), pp. 51–84.
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To Disperse

Price’s best-known work of criticism is probably his 2002 book Dispersion,
which, like many of his texts, is freely downloadable, making it a model of dispersion
as well as a theoretical account of it. In a sense, the title says it all: to disperse is to
shift emphasis from creating new content to distrib-
uting existing content. As Price writes, “Suppose an
artist were to release the work directly into a system
that depends on reproduction and distribution for
sustenance, a model that encourages contamination,
borrowing, stealing, and horizontal blur.”6 Several
aspects of this passage repay close reading: first, for
Price, dispersal diminishes rather than enhances a
work’s value. As he puts it in a subsequent passage,
“what if [the work] is instead dispersed and repro-
duced, its value approaching zero as its accessibility
rises?”7 In fact, while it seems logical that scarcity
should enhance art’s value (and conversely, that
accessibility would cause it to drop to zero), this presumption is incorrect when
it comes to actual contemporary image economies (including the art market),
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6. Seth Price, Dispersion (2002), downloaded from www.distributedhistory.com, n.p.
7. Ibid.

Seth Price. Dispersion. 2002–.

Price. Essay with Ropes. 2008.
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where the massive distribution of
reproduct ions—whether of the
Mona Lisa or Lady Gaga—is pre-
cisely what confers value. As Price
defines it, however, dispersion is a
drag on circulat ion, a form of
counter-distribution, where value is
purposely diminished as opposed
to accumulated through the dis-
semination of images. 

A list of three transitive actions
is included in the passage I quoted
above: contamination, borrowing,
and stealing. One possible pairing of
these three refers to destruct ive
events (i.e., contamination and steal-

ing), and another indicates the illicit or licit transfer of property (i.e., stealing and its
innocent twin, borrowing). According to these characterizations, Price sees disper-
sion as a mode of transfer whose poles are marked by innocuous exchanges
(borrowing) and their virulent converse (contamination). As the latter term suggests,
dispersion can also carry a biopolitical connotation. And indeed, Price declares it to
be “a system that depends on reproduction and distribution for sustenance” (my
emphasis). Networks, in other words, provide life support for the individual images
that inhabit them; and as in the human body, failure of the circulatory system will
lead to death. 

Finally, Price introduces the condition of “horizontal blur.” Blur occurs
when something or someone moves too fast from one place to another for it to
register optically as a bounded form, making it a privileged figure of transitive
action. Price stages such blur spatially in an ongoing series of works begun in 2005
titled Hostage Video Still with Time Stamp made on unfurled rolls of clear polyester
film, known colloquially as Mylar, upon which are silkscreened degraded repro-
ductions of an image taken from the Internet of the severed head of the
American Jewish businessman Nicholas Berg, who was decapitated by Islamic mili-
tants. In these pieces, the physical effects of dispersion are manifested in three
ways: first, a computer file—the germ of an artwork, as in many of Price’s pieces—
is rendered nearly illegible, the result of several generations of reproduction, as
Price digitalizes, compresses, downloads, blows up, and then screen-prints origi-
nal footage. Second, while bolts of the printed Mylar are sometimes unrolled
flush to the wall, at some point in their installation the material is twisted or tied
into crumpled configurations that serve as a spatial metaphor for the ostensibly
“immaterial” traffic of images online—as though successive screen views on a
monitor had piled up continuously like a disorderly comic strip rather than being
constantly “refreshed.” Finally, third, the grisly and horrible physical violation of
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Price. Hostage Video Still
with Time Stamp. 2005–.
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Berg is an explicitly biological form of “dispersion,” in which a head is parted from
its torso. The catastrophe of his decapitation results in the abject wasting of a
body. It is the object of a perverse fascination for the artist (and the viewer) that
verges on the erotic. As Price writes in another context, “Locating pleasure in
benign decay is a perversion, for these structures are useless and wasteful, a
spilling of seed, like gay sex, like gay sex.”8 While some gay people might object to
this characterization (I am not among them), Price’s romanticizing (and even car-
icaturizing) rendering of gay desire nonetheless asserts something important: a
nonproductive relationship to distribution, the violence of which is aggressively
expressed by Berg’s decapitation.9
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8. Seth Price, Was ist “Los” [a.k.a. Décor Holes] (2003–05), downloaded from www.distributedhisto-
ry.com.
9. In an era when demands for marriage rights have become the signature issue within gay activism,
the characterization of “gay sex” as nonproductive feels a little nostalgic. I, for one, however, agree that
one of the strongest political accomplishments of some gay and much queer activism is a critique of nor-
mative forms of production for which biological reproduction often served as a privileged model. 

Price. Hostage Video Still
with Time Stamp. 2005–.
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The normative goal of distribution is to saturate a market. Once the dissemina-
tion of an image reaches a tipping point, it sustains itself as an icon (celebrity is the
paradigmatic model for self-perpetuating images). Price, on the other hand, repre-
sents the failure to saturate, a perversion of distribution he calls “dispersion.”
Dispersion is slow, while standard forms of commercial distribution are fast. As Price
puts it, “Slowness works against all of our prevailing urges and requirements: it is a
resistance to the contemporary mandate of speed. Moving with the times places you
in a blind spot: if you’re part of the general tenor, it’s difficult to add a dissonant
note.”10 Staging different rates of circulation is one type of routine appropriate to art
in digital economies—it’s a tactic for escaping the “blind spot” that results from mov-
ing along at the same rate as the market. Forms of critique that once would have
been conducted through dissonant content are here reinvented as variable velocities
of circulation. In other words, the core of Price’s project has less to do with what he
represents—even when that representation is inflammatory, as with the Nick Berg
decapitation—and more to do with the transitive actions to which he subjects this
content. In Serra’s art, transitivity is expressed as force—the force necessary to mold
matter. But, following an important distinction that Hannah Arendt makes between
violence as the exertion of force and power as the effect of human consensus, we can
recognize a difference between Serra and Price’s transitive art.11 The latter’s object is
populations of images rather than quantities of matter: he seeks to format (and not
merely “reveal”) image-power. One way he does this is to slow down the circulation of
images12: in Hostage Video Still with Time Stamp, Price curbs the frictionless motion
and instantaneous spatial jumps characteristic of navigation on the Internet and
allows them to pile up in unruly masses; the gruesome decapitation he represents is
also the figure of an acephalous media.

To Profile

There are few things more ubiquitous in contemporary life than profiles:
some are composed voluntarily to be posted on social-media sites, but many, and
perhaps most, are involuntary, like the data trails left by every purchase, cursor
click, and mobile phone call one makes. Silhouettes have existed for ages, but pro-
filing is modern—dating from the nineteenth century.13 A silhouette is a bounded
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10. Price, Dispersion, n.p.
11. Arendt makes this distinction in her important essay “On Violence,” in Hannah Arendt, Crises of the
Republic (New York: Harcourt Brace & Company, 1972). In this essay, she writes, “Power corresponds to the
human ability not just to act but to act in concert. Power is never the property of an individual; it belongs
to a group and remains in existence only so long as the group keeps together” (p. 143). On the contrary,
“Violence . . . is distinguished by its instrumental character. Phenomenologically, it is close to strength, since
the implements of violence, like all other tools, are designed and used for the purpose of multiplying nat-
ural strength until, in the last stage of their development, they can substitute for it” (p. 145).
12. In my book Feedback: Television Against Democracy (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2007), I refer to
this as “slowing down the trajective.”
13. On nineteenth-century forms of aesthetic profiling, see Allan Sekula, “The Body and the
Archive,” October 39 (Winter 1986), pp. 3–64.
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shape that sharply delineates an inside from an outside: the information it carries
lies entirely in partitioning a field. The verb “to profile” denotes the imposition of
such a finite shape onto a set of perceived statistical regularities, as when scientists
plot a straight line through an irregular array of data points, disciplining and
abstracting inchoate (or sometimes merely imagined) patterns. The implicit vio-
lence of such projections is conveyed by the connotation of profiling in police
work, where persons who belong to particular groups—be they organized by eth-
nicity, age, economic status, or gender—are believed to be more likely to commit
a crime and consequently are more frequently treated as criminals. Profiling
imposes a profile on populations of data (including visual data). 

In his highly inventive practice, Price has developed two tactics related to pro-
filing. In one, which is closely related to his strategies of dispersal, he makes large
centrifugal works generated from small “icons” drawn from the Internet—each pic-
turing a gesture of touching such as lighting a cigarette, kissing, or writing. These
motifs emerge unsteadily, like optical puzzles, on blank expanses of wall bounded by
several irregularly shaped “continents” of rare wood veneers laminated behind clear
acrylic plastic. Because these giant puzzle pieces, which resemble landmasses in a wall
map, are themselves free-form, it is not easy to recognize—let alone to remember—
the motif they partially delineate (I admit that the first time I saw one, I failed to
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Price. Untitled. 2008.
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recognize the generating kernel at all). Michael
Newman has beautifully described the effect of
these works as that of a “‘frame’ [that] invites the
viewer to project an image into the emptiness, and
this emptiness bleeds into the surrounding space of
the wall with an extension that is potentially infi-
nite.”14 As in Price’s model of dispersion, where the
circulation of images is slowed down, in this series
of pieces the normative centripetal logic of profil-
ing (which is aimed, as I have argued, at
crystallizing a “concentrated” profile from an amor-
phous field of data) is opposed by a centrifugal
form of dispersal, where the possibility of generat-
ing an intelligible silhouette is interrupted, slowed,
and possibly even arrested. At the same time, the
appropriated “icons” upon which they are based—
all intimate moments of touching—deracinate
face-to-face contact by transforming tactility into
absence. Needless to say, this is precisely an effect of
digital communication.

Price’s second approach to profiling seems
the opposite of his first in that it represents whole
as opposed to fragmentary objects. A series of vacuum-form works are molded
over things or human body parts (rope, breasts, fists, flowers, and bomber jack-
ets); sometimes they literally encase readymade lengths of rope that might spill
out below the vacuum-form surface. These illusionistic reliefs adopt the logic of
packaging, where a plastic shell molded to a commodity’s contours both protects
that commodity and constitutes its seductive surface. But while these profiles may
be “whole,” they are hollow—functioning as what Price likes to call a “hole.” In
this sense, they resemble the wood and acrylic wall pieces, where form is orga-
nized around a structuring absence. Indeed, the “hole” for Price is precisely not
an absence, in the sense of a passive empty space, but an “event” within a rich sur-
face or field of data. A profile is simultaneously empty and full, a hole and a
whole. As he states in his largely appropriated book, How to Disappear in America:

There is the possibility that in the future people may be identifiable
by their purchasing habits. Granted the point-of-sale data collected by
computers would need to be immense, yet eventually pattern-recogni-
tion software may some day be able to provide authorities with per-
haps 100 of the best possible “hits” on people matching your known
buying habits. When—if ever—that becomes a reality, you can be sure
you won’t know about it until it’s shown on cable television . . . 
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14. Michael Newman, “Seth Price’s Operations,” in Price, Seth (Zurich: JRP/Ringier Kunstverlag,
2010), p. 44.
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15. Seth Price, How to Disappear in America (New York: Leopard Press, 2008), pp. 37–38.
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So alter your buying habits. You need to discard as many predictable
patterns as possible. One of the most common mistakes is maintain-
ing old habits. If you’re a smoker, stop. If you don’t smoke, start. If
you enjoy hot and spicy foods, stop purchasing those items and
change to mild foods. If you frequent bars, stop. This may seem an
unusual step but patterns are predictable. Break them.15

The theory of profiling is that human subjectivity is a pattern bereft of interi-
ority. The unconscious is a hole.

Of Effects

In Digital Video Effect: “Holes” (2003) and Digital Video Effect: “Spills” (2004),
Price frames found JPEGs and video footage with digital masking effects that gen-
erate autonomous “events”; a variety of “holes” (such as round paper punch-outs)
open in a black ground to reveal pinpoint views of a horrific image that is only
revealed in its entirety momentarily, when the different views fuse together for a
split second. A video image spills onto black ground and is succeeded by black
amoebic forms that spill back onto the image, rendering it a kind of liquid. The

Price. Cherries. 2011.
Opposite page: Price. Vintage

Bomber. 2008.
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ult imate expression of this amor-
phous, aqueous (literally  mercurial)
sort of image comes in Untitled Film,
Right (2006), an endless four-second
loop of a wave purchased as stock
footage that is nauseating yet mes-
merizing. Tim Griffin has described
Price’s effects in the following terms: 

as a simulation device,
the “effect” posit s a
kind of chronology
where there is none—
suggesting some precip-
itant action responsible
for the visual and aural
phenomena taking
place before the eye
and ear. The “effect”
creates nothing so
much as a rhetor ical
hole in time, but only in
order to fill that hole in
advance with some false
history or phantom
memory for the individ-
ual viewer . . . 16

Griffin’s association of effects with an absent or invisible agency—a hole in
time—is not only essential for understanding Price’s work, it also points to a broader
tendency in contemporary sculpture. In the open “scenarios” of artists such as Liam
Gillick, Pierre Huyghe, and Rirkrit Tiravanija, who design environments that may or
may not be activated through the presence of scripted or unscripted events, spatial
structures are consecrated to hosting social effects. Such principles are also present
in the new modes of sculptural composition exemplified by Isa Genzken and Rachel
Harrison, where tangential connections between things reverse the centripetal effect
of earlier twentieth-century montage and assemblage (to use terms I have applied
already to Price), in favor of centrifugal tornadoes of divergent associations. 

I wish to supplement Griffin’s definition with two additional valences of
effect. First, “special effects,” as practiced by Hollywood cinema, render narrative
as pure motion—often a virtually unbroken trajectory initiated in the opening
scenes of a film and coming to rest only with the last credit. Blockbuster plots are
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16. Tim Griffin, “The Personal Effects of Seth Price,” Artforum 47, no. 10 (Summer 2009), p. 288.

Price. Digital Video Effect:
“Holes.” 2003.
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Price. Digital Video Effect:
“Holes.” 2003.
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Price.
Redistribution.
2007–.
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no more than conventional grids: what matters are the texture, velocity, and point
of view with which spectators are carried through a standardized sequence of
events. Such movies are not so much watched as navigated—like computer games
where motion is frictionless, continuous, and defiant of gravity. The “effect,” as
Hollywood renders it, is almost pure transitivity in the absence of a direct object
(unless that object is the spectator herself). Second, effects are literally a posteri-
ori. They are, to put it plainly, consequences that cannot be fully anticipated
during the phase of aesthetic production. And here, too, we may note a wider aes-
thetic shift. Artists like Price are primarily interested not in producing new
content but in submitting existing pictures (moving and still) to various “ecologi-
cal” condit ions in order to see how they behave. This is why he can call
Redistribution (2007–), a videotaped version of the kind of artist’s talk given at art
schools or museums, a work: in his practice, works are inextricable from their dis-
semination. It is also why he habitually reframes and remixes his texts, music, and

images, as well as making many of them available online on his website. A contem-
porary art devoted to circulation, is, of course, a creature of a specific ecology: the
market. But instead of either giving up or selling out, Price, like more and more
artists, games the market by surfing it. This leads to all kinds of effects: variable
velocities, catastrophic jamming, viral proliferation, etc., etc. 17
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17. This is the model of aesthetic politics I attempt to delineate in Feedback.

Price. Untitled Film (Right). 2006.
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Coda: Image Power

If one subscribes to Arendt’s definition of power as the effect of a public,
then populations of images might possess their own species of image-power—by
saturating markets, on the one hand, or “going viral” on the other. This implies a
shift in how the relationship between politics and art is conceived. Indeed, signifi-
cant changes have occurred in this cr it ical relat ionship over the past
century—from avant-garde modes of revolution in the early twentieth century to
postmodern, or neo-avant-garde, critique in the late twentieth century, to what I
would call image-power in the early twenty-first century (a time when divisions
between commercial and fine-art images are more and more difficult to draw).
This is an art devoted to seizing circulation as a technology of power: to disperse, to
profile, and of effects.
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Violaine Boutet de Monvel, “Seth Price, Miam!”, Art Review #51, Summer 2011.
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